All of this without exception is part of the image and the event. It is on the threshold of
disintegration and expansion. It is impossible to tell where the event or the image ends.
The threshold is always in motion.
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This image is of one frame of a 16mm sound film found on the floor of
a cinema in Roosevelt Roads US Naval Base on the southeastern coast of
Puerto Rico.The image, transferred to 35mm for preservation purposes
and printed on the emulsion side of the film, is of a fighter pilot wearing
an oxygen mask. The sequence that precedes it is of the same pilot milling about the plane before getting on and other sequences show navy
helicopters, a submarine and the fighter jet in the air. There are no surprising images, though finding any visible images at all on the emulsion
is a surprise.
The film is an image and an object. It is an image of an event and an event itself. As both an image and
an object it is on the verge of disintegrating.
The base has been closed for ten years, and the film was found on the floor of the theater. The air is
humid inside the one-room building. Direct sun streams through the open side doors every afternoon
for about 45 minutes to an hour, depending on the time of year. It rains here at least every other day;
we’re not far from the rain forest. Healthy and fat blue-gray lizards rustle out from underneath dried
almond tree leaves, fallen coconut palm fronds and overgrown ornamental ferns. Snails of all sizes
crawl on the outside walls and on the underside of leaves. Larger lizards, part of a new population of
Iguana iguana that has spread throughout the island over the past ten years lie on the road regulating
their body heat. Some lounge about indoors as well, or can be heard whipping their tails in the projection booth. They were believed to eat only bird’s eggs and fruit, but the fishermen here say that these
iguanas have adapted to their new environment and are feeding on coquí (Eleutherodactylus coqui), a
minute tree frog common in the island’s wetter climates. The disproportionately loud chirp of a coquí
can be heard in the theater every night and after a downpour. Close to the back entrance their sound is
amplified as it emerges from within large metal cylinders---discarded sections of a ventilation apparatus. The daytime sound is dominated by a low buzz. There are networks of beehives between the ceiling
tiles and thatched roof. The carpet and cushioned seats are sometimes moist; they absorb and release
humidity like clouds. Rain water collects in front of the stage during wet weeks. The bird population
around the theater is growing. There are falcons overhead and asian doves as well. Crows of course. But
birds rarely come into the theater. It is a place for lizards, frogs and bats. The back row of seats have a
lining of bright green moss. The screen is still in place, but not for long. It has a few tears and gravity
will bring it down in less than a year. There are also louder overhead hums. The airport is in use now
that civilian flights packed with American and European tourists take off towards Vieques, Culebra
and other Caribbean islands.
A part of the image was made in a fraction of a second, aided by the chemical reaction of halide crystals
with sunlight. But there are many more images on the film now as it has been exposed for over ten
years. These years of light, rain and friction have faded, scratched and stained the emulsion. Fungus
has grown on it and has brought yellows, magentas and blues to the black and white film. Water has
left minute marks of drops, the sun has warped it. When light passes through this film, it no longer
projects the image that corresponds to that fraction of a second 60 years ago.The time scale that it
corresponds to is now much longer and irregular, perhaps immeasurable. Its scale of time and space
corresponds to another still expanding event, and to the churning entropic forces at work.
If you leave the theater through the side doors you will find yourself surrounded by a young forest. Ten
year old trees are already between twenty to thirty feet tall. In another fifty years this new forest will be

indistinguishable from a mature one. The proximity to dense rain forest will help native seeds return to
these eight thousand and twenty two acres. The entire island is now a laboratory for the behavior of secondary forests. The devastation of land due to agriculture, industrial use and the preparation for warfare,
followed by a period of economic collapse, and military retreat have created many opportunities to observe their growth, the relation between invasive and native tree populations, species migration patterns,
the effects of toxic chemicals, and new adaptations. The tropical heat and humidity helps life grow faster,
denser. Jellyfish, rays, sharks, green turtles and manatees swim about in the deep inlets where submarines
equipped with nuclear warheads once docked. Vieques Sound, like the live bombing area on land, is littered with unexploded and exploded missiles. There are communities of lobsters living among these metal
shells, and scuba divers say there are already coral structures around them. There is a forest of full of large
silvery almácigos (Bursera simaruba) growing on the site of a twenty year old chemical spill. Packs of feral
dogs, abandoned by their owners, patrol and hunt for large iguanas to tear apart. It has been a decade since
the end of a sixty year long event and there is no feeling of a new balance, of stillness or of silence. It is a
raging battle, a din, moving forward into the future through reproduction, rot and death. From one week
to another whole pieces of a building vanish, thirty foot tall wooden lamp-posts disappear, miles of cables
leave in flatbed trucks, floors give way to termite dung.
The cinema was a leisure space for the American soldiers, a space for lightness. The poster in the lobby
is of a 2004 film, Connie and Carla, a musical comedy based loosely on Some Like it Hot. There were no
more films in the projection booth. It is possible that these bits of film were used as film leader. It might
be a well known piece of footage to the soldiers, seen in place of black leader in anticipation of the film. It
may have been threaded through the projector hundreds of times. Some of its sprocket holes are broken.
Or perhaps it was only used as a test roll and viewed by the projectionist alone in the booth.
There is now no electricity in the theater or in most structures. In 10 years all of the copper wiring has
been stolen. Ceiba is one of the poorest parts of the island. At the beginning of the 20th century, largescale sugar farming dominated the coast. Some cotton and pineapple grew here as well. Large US sugar
trusts were partially dismantled in the 1940s to give a few acres of land to small farmers. The farmworker
population were landless day laborers, descendants of slaves. One kind of servitude and bondage had
given way to another. Changes were limited to legal status but daily life remained remarkably similar. A
modest reform gave some day laborers land to farm but they were denied titles to the land so that they
might tend but not sell the it. A decade or so afterwards the US Department of Defense claimed the lands
for military use, and the government of Puerto Rico agreed to expropriate the land from any remaining
landowners and to evict the tenants. Many of the sons and daughters of these evicted tenants who grew
up in tiny houses, built first from plywood and then from cement, outside the gates of the Navy base.
The mile and half long fuel dock takes ten minutes to walk from end to end. Shore fishermen line up
every day of the week and take home robalo (Dicentrarchus labrax), dorado (Coryphaena hippurus) and
many other common fish. They dig out snails and conch along the coast and release the lemon sharks. In
June, the roads are so full of land crabs at night that the fishermen say you can catch without traps by the
hundreds and without much effort at all. They crawl straight into open buckets.
The suburban plan of the base, its paved roads, plain cement buildings and utilitarian signage still channel
and direct some of the human activity taking place around the theater. Some curious visitors zoom by in
cars and past all the mass-produced markers: bus stop shelters, office chairs and desks, cement road blocks,
orange highway barriers, chain link fencing, tsunami warning signs. Empty warehouses which face the
ocean act as accidental sound amplifiers. A secret told in the dock may be heard inside them. Some buildings have been set on fire by industrious copper thieves or bored teenagers. There are large cotton trees
growing closer to the ocean. They are exuberant and overgrown now; useless to that old economy and its
society. This unreachable cotton is beautiful.

